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ABSTRACT
Low radio frequency surveys are important for testing unified models of radio-loud quasars
and radio galaxies. Intrinsically similar sources that are randomly oriented on the sky will
have different projected linear sizes. Measuring the projected linear sizes of these sources
provides an indication of their orientation. Steep-spectrum isotropic radio emission allows for
orientation-free sample selection at low radio frequencies. We use a new radio survey of the
Boo¨tes field at 150 MHz made with the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR) to select a sample
of radio sources. We identify 60 radio sources with powers P > 1025.5 W Hz−1 at 150 MHz
using cross-matched multiwavelength information from the AGN and Galaxy Evolution Sur-
vey, which provides spectroscopic redshifts and photometric identification of 16 quasars and
44 radio galaxies. When considering the radio spectral slope only, we find that radio sources
with steep spectra have projected linear sizes that are on average 4.4 ± 1.4 larger than those
with flat spectra. The projected linear sizes of radio galaxies are on average 3.1 ± 1.0 larger
than those of quasars (2.0 ± 0.3 after correcting for redshift evolution). Combining these
results with three previous surveys, we find that the projected linear sizes of radio galaxies and
quasars depend on redshift but not on power. The projected linear size ratio does not correlate
with either parameter. The LOFAR data are consistent within the uncertainties with theoretical
predictions of the correlation between the quasar fraction and linear size ratio, based on an
orientation-based unification scheme.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Active galactic nuclei (AGNs) produce high nuclear luminosities
that cannot be explained by star formation alone. They are believed
to be powered by accretion on to a central supermassive black hole.
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AGNs can exhibit a wide variety of observational characteristics,
including high luminosities in the optical and near-infrared (IR),
strong emission lines from ionized gas and high mid-IR luminosi-
ties. AGNs that have strong emission lines in their spectra are clas-
sified as type 1 or type 2 based on whether their emission lines are
broad (typically >2000 km s−1) or narrow (<2000 km s−1). Type 1
AGNs show broad and narrow emission lines while type 2 AGNs
show only narrow emission lines.
Under the current unification paradigm (Antonucci 1993; Urry &
Padovani 1995), type 1 and type 2 AGNs exhibit different observed
characteristics due to the presence of a dusty structure or torus that
will obscure the accretion disc and broad-line region depending on
viewing angle to the AGN. Those AGNs that exhibit broad emission
lines were historically associated with bright optical point sources,
leading to the term ‘quasi-stellar object’ or quasar. Type 1 AGNs are
oriented such that the accretion disc and broad-line emission regions
are seen directly without obscuration from the torus. They include
radio-loud and radio-quiet quasars as well as type 1 Seyfert galaxies.
Type 2 AGNs are oriented such that the broad-line emission region
and accretion disc are obscured by the dusty torus and not directly
visible.
About 10 per cent of AGNs exhibit extended powerful radio
emission in the form of jets that reach far beyond the host galaxy
and can provide an indication of orientation. Low radio frequency
surveys are important for selecting these objects in an orientation-
independent way, as high-frequency surveys are biased towards
core-dominated flat-spectrum objects where the jets are pointed to-
wards the observer. The radio fluxes of radio-loud AGNs at low
frequencies are dominated by emission from the lobes, rather than
the hotspots and/or jets, thus minimizing any possible orientation-
based effects like Doppler boosting. These radio-loud AGNs com-
prise two populations, believed to be powered by different accretion
modes. Radio galaxies that exhibit strong emission lines in the op-
tical regime and evidence of a torus in the mid-IR are referred
to as high-excitation radio galaxies (HERGs). HERGs can be ei-
ther type 1 or type 2 AGNs. The AGNs in HERGs are thought
to be powered via a geometrically thin and optically thick accre-
tion disc (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), which is believed to be fed
by large central repositories of cold gas (e.g. Larson 2010). This
has led to the name ‘cold-mode’ accretion (Hardcastle, Evans &
Croston 2007).
The second type of radio-loud AGNs lacks the strong emis-
sion lines seen in HERGs and termed low-excitation radio galaxies
(LERGs). They also lack evidence for a dusty torus (e.g. Whysong
& Antonucci 2004; Ogle, Whysong & Antonucci 2006; Tasse
et al. 2008; van der Wolk et al. 2010) and for a full accretion disc
(e.g. Evans et al. 2006; Hardcastle, Evans & Croston 2006). LERGs
are thought to be powered by ‘hot-mode’ accretion processes, where
hot gas is accreted via advection-dominated accretion or radiatively
inefficient accretion flows (e.g. Narayan & Yi 1994; Quataert 2001;
Ho 2008). For these reasons, the non-radio spectral energy distribu-
tions of LERGs are not expected to show strong orientation effects.
Best & Heckman (2012) showed that LERGs dominate the popula-
tion of low-power (P1.4 GHz  1025 W Hz−1) sources at least in the
local Universe and tend to be associated with edge-dimmed radio
jets of Fanaroff–Riley Class I objects (FR I; Fanaroff & Riley 1974),
although this is not a hard division with one-to-one mapping.
The discovery of superluminal motion in radio jets was strong ev-
idence that some radio sources have their jets aligned close (within
∼15◦) to the line of sight (Barthel et al. 1989). Radio sources with
beamed flat-spectrum cores consistent with superluminal motion
should have smaller projected sizes on average than steep-spectrum
radio sources with jets oriented further from the line of sight. This
scenario can be extended to HERGs, where the difference in ori-
entation is indicated by whether or not the line of sight reveals
emission from the accretion disc. Radio galaxies are those objects
in which the obscuring torus is viewed edge-on and the accretion
disc emission is hidden, while quasars are viewed with a direct line
of sight to the accretion disc. Radio galaxies will therefore have ra-
dio jets preferentially oriented closer to the plane of the sky, while
quasars will have radio jets closer to the line of sight.
The radio orientation is clearly linked to the orientation of the
torus/accretion disc, as shown by the detection of significant optical
polarization aligned with the radio jets in nearby galaxies (e.g.
Antonucci 1982; Schmidt & Smith 2000). The observed properties
of strong line AGNs (HERGs) at wavelengths other than radio are
consistent with orientation schemes, mostly due to the presence of a
dusty obscuring structure. For example, the presence of broad lines
in polarized light of type 1 AGNs (narrow-line galaxies) is powerful
evidence for hidden quasars whose light is reflected outside of the
obscuring structure (e.g. Antonucci 1984; Ogle et al. 1997; Cohen
et al. 1999).
Barthel (1989) used the Third Cambridge Catalogue of Radio
Sources (3CRR) survey of radio sources at 178 MHz (Laing, Riley &
Longair 1983) to study the projected linear sizes for 42 radio sources
with optical identifications and spectroscopic redshifts for the range
0.5 ≤ z ≤ 1. Barthel found that there was a division between radio
sources: those associated with quasars were on average 2.2 times
smaller than the other radio sources. The 3CRR sample is now
100 per cent spectroscopically complete, and classifications based
on emission line ratios have been used to identify HERGs (which
are expected to show orientation effects) and LERGs (which are
not expected to show orientation effects). The high limiting flux
density of the survey means that only 13 per cent have been found
to be LERGs (Willott et al. 1999) and therefore were not a large
contaminant at the redshift range used by Barthel (1989).
Follow-up studies have tended to confuse the issue. A reassess-
ment of the 3CRR sample by Singal (2014) found systematically
larger sizes of radio galaxies compared to radio-loud quasars only
for redshifts above 0.5. For lower redshifts, radio galaxies were on
average larger than radio-loud quasars but only when their cumula-
tive linear sizes were above ∼400 kpc. Singal & Singh (2013) also
studied the linear sizes of a 98 per cent spectroscopically complete
sample selected at 408 MHz (Best, Ro¨ttgering & Lehnert 1999),
finding that only at redshifts larger than 1 were the linear sizes
of radio galaxies systematically larger than those of quasars. The
authors made no attempt to remove LERGs from the sample but ar-
gued that they would have to be a large part of the sample to change
the results. However, these studies still cover only a small part of the
power–redshift (P–z) diagram, and it is important to collect more
information to investigate this further.
A further motivation for larger studies comes from DiPompeo
et al. (2013). The authors use Monte Carlo modelling to show that
intrinsic size distributions and the intrinsic angle of division between
radio galaxies and quasars, θ c, can influence the results. While they
do not consider in their models that θ c should correlate directly with
the linear size ratio, they estimate that for θ c = 45◦ (Barthel 1989,
found θ c = 44.◦4) several hundred sources are necessary for a sig-
nificant difference in the cumulative measured sizes. Their com-
parison to other data sets that seem to contradict orientation-only
unification schemes (Singal & Singh 2013, and an unpublished
study) does not consider observational biases (e.g. classification
of LERGs/HERGs) that might be present in the data. Here we try
to overcome these biases by using a new low-frequency selected
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sample and by combining and considering all available data for a
broader test of orientation-based unification schemes.
In this study, we use a new low-frequency radio survey of the
Boo¨tes field (Williams et al. 2016) with the Low-Frequency Array
(LOFAR; van Haarlem et al. 2013) to investigate the unification of
radio sources in two ways. First, we look at the difference in pro-
jected linear sizes of flat- and steep-spectrum sources, without any
classification from other wavelengths. Second, we investigate the
difference in projected linear sizes of cold-mode accretion sources
by splitting our sample into quasars and radio galaxies using avail-
able multiwavelength data including spectroscopic redshifts and
quasar classifications from the AGN and Galaxy Evolution Survey
(AGES; Kochanek et al. 2012). It is difficult to measure properly
the sizes of edge-dimmed FR I sources, and we make a power cut at
P150 MHz > 1025.5 W Hz−1 to exclude these sources and star-forming
galaxies at lower powers (Saxena, Ro¨ttgering & Rigby 2017) as
much as possible. This means our sample is likely to be domi-
nated by HERGs, although it is difficult to determine this based on
broad-band photometry alone (chap. 5 of Janssen 2017).
The new LOFAR catalogue contains over 6000 radio sources to
an rms depth of ∼120–150µJy beam−1 at 150 MHz. While previ-
ous samples used to test orientation-based unification probed high-
luminosity sources over large areas of the sky, the deep LOFAR
data probe a large number of fainter sources over a smaller area.
This adds a substantial number of sources to the P–z diagram at
lower powers compared to previous samples, especially for higher
redshifts.
Section 2 first describes the LOFAR survey, the multiwavelength
data and the selection of quasars and radio galaxies. Results from
the LOFAR survey are presented in Section 3. The LOFAR results
combined with two previous samples are presented in Section 4.
Discussion and conclusions follow in Sections 5 and 6. Through-
out the paper we assume a  cold dark matter (CDM) concor-
dance cosmology with H0 = 67.8 km s−1 Mpc−1, m = 0.308 and
 = 0.692, consistent with Planck Collaboration XIII (2016).
Spectral index is defined as α with flux density S ∝ να . Throughout
the paper, all ‘linear sizes’ referred to are projected linear sizes.
2 TH E BO ¨OTES FIELD DATA
In this section, we present the construction of our radio galaxy and
quasar samples. We start by describing the new LOFAR Boo¨tes sur-
vey, the cross-matching of radio and pre-existing multiwavelength
data and how we select our sample. Finally, we discuss possible
biases in our sample selection.
2.1 LOFAR Boo¨tes survey
The catalogue from Williams et al. (2016) contains a total of 6267
radio sources within 19 deg2. The rms varies over the field of view,
and sources with peak fluxes exceeding a threshold of 5σ above
the local rms were included in the final catalogue. The rms is less
than 120µJy beam−1 at the centre and more than 50 per cent of
the field of view has rms noise less than 180µJy beam−1. The
average rms noise at the edges of the optical coverage is approx-
imately 150µJy beam−1. The resolution of the LOFAR image is
5.6 × 7.4 arcsec2, with average positional accuracy of ∼0.4 arcsec.
The sources in the catalogue are divided into classes based on
radio morphology. Here we consider only single sources or extended
sources with a radio core (VClass 1/11) and double sources with no
obvious radio core (VClass 2/21). These will be mostly FR II, FR Ior
single-component sources. The other morphological classifications
make up only 0.1 per cent of the catalogue. These sources have
either diffuse or complex morphologies and not expected to be the
radio sources in which we are interested.
2.2 Adding in multiwavelength data
To carry out this study, we require two pieces of information: spec-
troscopic redshifts, and the ability to split our LOFAR-detected
radio-loud AGNs into quasars and radio galaxies. The spectro-
scopic redshifts are necessary to calculate precise linear sizes of
radio sources and avoid propagating large and uncertain errors
due to photometric redshifts. The quasar/radio galaxy classifica-
tions are necessary to divide the sources into the desired samples.
Ideally, we would target all LOFAR-detected sources to acquire
both spectroscopic redshift and enough information to distinguish
spectroscopically between radio galaxies (narrow-line AGNs) and
quasars (broad- and narrow-line AGNs). A dedicated survey with
the William Herschel Telescope Enhanced Area Velocity Explorer
(WEAVE) that goes online in 2018 (WEAVE–LOFAR; Smith 2016)
will provide spectroscopic redshifts and possibly emission line ra-
tios for LOFAR-detected sources within the next few years. As these
data do not exist yet, we use available multiwavelength information.
The NOAO Deep Wide-Field Survey (NDWFS; Jannuzi &
Dey 1999) covers 9 deg2 of the Boo¨tes field with deep optical
to near-IR photometric data (BW, R, I, J, K). Ancillary data at longer
wavelengths cover the near- to mid-IR [Infrared Array Camera
(IRAC) 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm, and Multiband Imaging Pho-
tometer for Spitzer (MIPS) 24 µm]. A multiwavelength catalogue
of these data, based on Brown et al. (2007, 2008), was used for the
optical identification of radio sources, described in Williams et al.
(2017). Within the NDWFS sky coverage, there are 3894 LOFAR-
detected sources; of these, 76 per cent, or 2971 sources, have an
optical counterpart.
The AGES (Kochanek et al. 2012) is based on the NDWFS data,
as well as complementary ultraviolet, radio and X-ray data. The
NDWFS contains more than 2 million optical sources, and
Kochanek et al. (2012, hereafter K12) aimed to provide a statisti-
cally robust sample of normal galaxies via random sparse sampling,
and a complete sample of targeted AGN candidates (selected from
the combination of multiwavelength photometric data). These sam-
ples were targeted for spectroscopic redshift measurements using
the Hectospec instrument on the Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT).
From 8977 AGN candidates, spectra were taken for 7102 and red-
shifts obtained for 4764 (after excluding Galactic stars, which made
up 9 per cent of successful redshifts). Measured spectroscopic red-
shifts are therefore available for ∼53 per cent of AGN candidates in
AGES. In total, there are spectroscopic redshifts for 18 163 galaxies
(to I = 20 mag) and 4764 AGN candidates (to I = 22.5 mag). There
are 1106 LOFAR-detected sources with optical counterparts that
have spectroscopic redshifts in AGES.
2.3 Selecting the final samples
The way we select our final sample is as follows.
(i) Select all LOFAR-detected sources with optical counterparts.
(ii) Select only optical counterparts with spectroscopic redshifts
from AGES.
(iii) Use the K12 classification codes to identify quasars.
(iv) Those sources not identified as quasars are considered to be
radio galaxies.
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(v) Check that all radio galaxies satisfy the mid-IR 24µm criteria,
which indicates the presence of a dusty torus (and are therefore not
likely to be LERGs).
(vi) Make a radio power cut of P ≥ 1025.5 W Hz−1 to exclude
FR I and star-forming galaxies.
For all sources with spectroscopic information, K12 provide
classification codes. There are five AGN classifications that rely
on different photometric bands of the multiwavelength data (de-
scribed in detail in K12). AGNs can be selected based on compact,
bright optical morphology, near-IR colour selections (based on Stern
et al. 2005), bright mid-IR luminosities, the presence of X-ray point
sources and radio detections at 1.4 GHz. A small fraction of sources
that were initially part of the normal galaxies sample are also identi-
fied as AGNs in the catalogue. We use these AGN classifications to
identify quasars as those objects satisfying the optical and/or near-
IR colour criteria (in line with above), and the rest of our sample is
therefore defined as radio galaxies. We check that all of the radio
galaxies in our final sample satisfy the mid-IR 24µm criteria (as
above), which indicates the presence of a dusty torus (and these
sources are therefore not likely to be LERGs).
For this study, we are interested only in powerful FR II sources.
The last step in constructing our sample is to make a power cut
at 1025.5 W Hz−1 to remove the lower power sources that are either
star-forming galaxies or more likely to have FR I morphology (since
FR I sources are dimmer at the edges, their linear sizes are not
well defined). This cut is suggested as appropriate by previous data
and theoretical models (Saxena et al., 2017). To test whether we
can divide the sample into higher power bins, we construct radio
luminosity functions (RLFs) following the grid-based method in
Rigby et al. (2015). A comparison of the RLFs for our sample with
model RLFs from Rigby et al. (2011) shows that the observed RLF
for the LOFAR sample with P150 MHz ≥ 1025.5 W Hz−1 has similar
behaviour to the model RLF, i.e. the trends in space density are
the same, suggesting that the sample is representative of the entire
population. Introducing higher power cuts in the LOFAR sample
changes the observed RLF, as the space density of radio sources in
the LOFAR sample drops off sharply above z = 2 with higher power
cuts. We therefore do not consider higher power cuts in this analysis.
The final sample comprises 44 radio galaxies and 16 quasars, and
their properties are listed in Table 1.
Not all sources are resolved by this low-frequency survey, as
identified by Williams et al. (2016). 21 sources are unambigu-
ously detected as having edge-brightened lobes typical of FR II
sources, 25 sources do not have individually resolved components
but are clearly extended and 14 sources are considered to be truly
unresolved (point sources). Many of the unresolved sources have
extended, edge-bright morphology that suggests they would be iden-
tified as FR II sources if imaged at higher resolution. Eight of the un-
resolved sources are quasars. In the case of the unresolved sources,
we use the deconvolved major axis as the largest angular size. The
power cut makes it highly likely they are FR II-type sources, and
we leave them in the sample.
2.4 Investigating possible biases in the sample selection
We identify quasars (and thus radio galaxies) based on the photomet-
ric information in AGES. The complicated AGES sample selection,
and the fact that it changed several times over the duration of the
survey, means it is not straightforward to estimate the completeness
of our final sample. Nevertheless, we investigate several aspects to
identify any biases that might exist in our final sample.
First, we select all sources in AGES, regardless of LOFAR de-
tections, and identify sources with identical criteria to selecting the
radio galaxy and quasar samples. This allows us to see if the selec-
tion criteria preferentially favour successful spectroscopic redshifts
for one sample relative to the other. We find similar spectroscopic
completeness of both samples as a function of both (i) Ks-band mag-
nitude and (ii) I-band magnitude. This implies that we are not biased
towards one sample over the other because of apparent brightness.
However, the magnitude cut itself may introduce a bias in the quasar
fraction if quasars are intrinsically brighter in the I band than radio
galaxies. Powerful radio galaxies are often found in massive, red
galaxies that will be harder to detect at redshifts 1, which could
artificially increase the quasar fraction at higher redshifts.
Next, we compare the distributions of spectroscopic redshifts
for the two samples. The distributions have similar lognormal be-
haviour, as expected from a flux-limited survey, with fewer objects
from both samples found at higher redshifts. For the redshift range
0.4 z 1, we find a slight dip in the quasar redshift distribution. To
investigate this, we compare the spectroscopic redshift distribution
for the quasar sample to photometric redshifts for the same sample.
The photometric redshifts are from Duncan et al. (in preparation)
and are combined from estimates produced using EAZY (Brammer,
van Dokkum & Coppi 2008) and three different sets of templates.
These template sets are (a) the default set of EAZY templates, (b) the
Spitzer Wide-Area Infrared Extragalactic Survey (SWIRE) tem-
plate library from Polletta et al. (2007) and (c) the ‘Atlas of Galaxy
SEDs’ from Brown et al. (2014). The final photometric redshifts
are a hierarchical Bayesian combination of the results of the in-
dividual photometric redshift catalogues. The photometric redshift
distribution shows the expected lognormal behaviour and does not
show the dip that is seen in the spectroscopic redshift distribution.
The comparison indicates that the spectroscopic completeness falls
from about 48 to 40 per cent in this redshift range. The loss of
sources in this redshift range is only about one-tenth of the entire
spectroscopic quasar sample, and this is not likely to strongly bias
our general results. The comparison of spectroscopic and photo-
metric redshift distributions for the quasar sample is shown in the
left-hand panel of Fig. 1.
We attribute this slight loss of secure quasar redshifts to the
frequency coverage of the Hectospec instrument, which is 3200–
9200 Å. At this redshift range, the H α spectral line no longer falls
in the Hectospec wavelength coverage, and the fraction of sources
with multiple robust line detections results will reduce for all source
types. For bright sources with continuum detection in the spectra,
the quasars have a relatively featureless continuum whereas the
radio galaxies typically have massive old stellar populations with
absorption features, potentially leading to the lower success rate for
quasars.
We select our sample at low radio frequencies to avoid biases
from Doppler boosting of certain components of the radio sources.
Doppler boosting would tend to inflate the observed power of a ra-
dio source, which could result in a larger sample size, and a higher
probability of selecting sources that are not HERGs. However, at
low frequencies the total flux density is dominated by the lobes,
which are not Doppler boosted. Typical core-dominance values for
radio sources with the same type of power as the LOFAR sample
(e.g. Baldi et al. 2013) imply that any Doppler boosted compo-
nents would provide a negligible contribution to our overall sample
selection. We are confident that our results are unbiased by not
performing any Doppler corrections.
Finally, the largest angular sizes (LAS) of sources in the sam-
ple were measured as the diameter of the smallest circle enclosing
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Table 1. Final sample parameters. LOFAR ID is source_id in the LOFAR catalogue. RA and Dec. are from the AGES catalogue. Spectral index is given
for those sources present in the WSRT catalogue. The classification is as follows: U – unresolved; UE – unresolved but extended morphology; FR II –
Fanaroff–Riley II.
LOFAR ID z Optical RA Optical Dec. LAS (arcsec) LLS (kpc) Flux density (mJy) Power (W Hz−1) α Class
Quasars
909 1.876 219.54611 34.08321 2.4 20.4 494.62 ± 1.9 4.47 ± 0.02 × 1027 − 0.53 UE
1105 3.244 219.37666 34.96291 2.6 20.2 9.89 ± 0.3 2.28 ± 0.08 × 1026 − 0.50 U
1197 1.485 219.30660 35.09860 6.9 59.6 92.15 ± 0.4 5.43 ± 0.03 × 1026 − 0.15 UE
2136 2.187 218.64273 35.16937 2.1 17.9 17.73 ± 0.2 2.10 ± 0.02 × 1026 0.62 U
2988 2.865 218.12744 34.58065 2.3 18.6 8.94 ± 0.3 1.68 ± 0.05 × 1026 − 1.27 U
3414 2.049 217.86592 34.62810 3.0 25.6 15.18 ± 0.3 1.60 ± 0.03 × 1026 − 0.57 UE
4287 2.352 217.31340 34.63901 2.6 22.0 2.48 ± 0.2 3.34 ± 0.3 × 1025 − 1.05 U
4302 2.207 217.29259 35.49635 2.3 19.4 12.78 ± 0.3 1.54 ± 0.03 × 1026 0.29 U
4424 1.036 217.21750 34.86668 2.6 21.6 11.25 ± 0.3 3.33 ± 0.09 × 1025 − 0.36 U
4474 0.747 217.17730 35.72420 26.9 202.4 43.74 ± 0.7 6.74 ± 0.1 × 1025 UE
4590 0.413 217.10619 34.92972 28.4 160.3 74.39 ± 0.7 3.40 ± 0.03 × 1025 − 0.80 UE/FR II
4769 2.156 216.96770 35.50896 2.5 21.6 5.25 ± 0.2 6.07 ± 0.3 × 1025 − 0.59 U
5349 1.255 216.43303 33.92596 25.8 221.0 1651.05 ± 12.8 7.08 ± 0.05 × 1027 − 0.73 UE
5426 1.207 216.35101 34.16002 3.4 28.9 15.63 ± 0.4 6.21 ± 0.1 × 1025 U
5442 2.787 216.31882 34.87961 11.1 89.5 188.49 ± 1.0 3.38 ± 0.02 × 1027 UE
5512 1.601 216.23466 35.47827 30.7 266.5 65.32 ± 0.5 4.42 ± 0.03 × 1026 FR II
Radio galaxies
825 0.439 219.61089 33.84379 79.4 464.6 73.65 ± 0.5 3.82 ± 0.03 × 1025 − 0.69 FR II
1093 0.739 219.38063 34.83463 22.6 169.8 87.49 ± 0.5 1.32 ± 0.01 × 1026 − 0.53 UE
1148 0.579 219.34889 35.12636 23.8 161.3 107.98 ± 0.6 9.91 ± 0.06 × 1025 UE
1269 2.648 219.21390 33.65285 4.8 39.5 3.79 ± 0.2 6.24 ± 0.4 × 1025 − 0.40 UE
1536 0.846 219.01352 33.73015 45.9 361.1 174.87 ± 0.6 3.46 ± 0.01 × 1026 − 1.23 FR II
1578 1.132 218.99646 34.75127 18.3 154.2 43.44 ± 0.4 1.53 ± 0.01 × 1026 − 0.68 UE
1639 2.117 218.94856 33.88606 5.0 42.8 9.18 ± 0.3 1.03 ± 0.03 × 1026 − 0.24 UE
1739 1.290 218.86841 33.32543 10.9 93.5 37.41 ± 0.5 1.69 ± 0.02 × 1026 − 0.17 FR II
1758 0.686 218.87160 34.57289 30.8 224.3 147.89 ± 1.2 1.92 ± 0.01 × 1026 − 0.50 UE
1823 1.120 218.81210 33.36397 1.7 14.4 25.75 ± 0.4 8.86 ± 0.1 × 1025 − 0.78 U
2145 2.464 218.63110 35.01800 13.0 107.5 9.42 ± 0.3 1.37 ± 0.04 × 1026 − 0.73 FR II
2406 1.674 218.47987 34.15944 8.8 76.7 11.94 ± 0.3 8.77 ± 0.2 × 1025 − 0.56 UE
2493 0.494 218.42067 33.73990 35.5 221.5 61.22 ± 0.4 4.05 ± 0.03 × 1025 − 0.62 FR II
2642 0.310 218.31844 34.85692 124.3 583.7 1515.39 ± 1.5 3.82 ± 0.004 × 1026 − 0.92 FR II
2643 1.609 218.31567 33.48305 36.7 318.8 32.38 ± 0.4 2.21 ± 0.03 × 1026 − 0.63 FR II
2705 0.497 218.29622 33.97461 29.7 186.1 70.08 ± 0.5 4.70 ± 0.03 × 1025 − 0.45 UE
2712 2.409 218.29308 33.76791 2.4 19.7 5.12 ± 0.2 7.18 ± 0.3 × 1025 − 0.73 U
2720 0.488 218.29130 35.25504 33.1 205.6 186.03 ± 0.9 1.20 ± 0.006 × 1026 − 0.76 UE/FR II
2958 0.479 218.14023 33.71775 34.3 210.8 80.30 ± 0.7 4.99 ± 0.04 × 1025 − 0.72 UE
2974 2.244 218.13596 33.98435 2.3 19.4 3.59 ± 0.3 4.45 ± 0.3 × 1025 − 0.95 U
3278 1.982 217.95490 33.16585 2.9 24.6 5.50 ± 0.4 5.48 ± 0.4 × 1025 − 0.39 U
3348 1.775 217.91176 35.59362 1.6 13.9 5.01 ± 0.3 4.10 ± 0.2 × 1025 − 0.96 UE
3552 0.863 217.79130 33.88386 7.4 58.2 136.50 ± 1.6 2.81 ± 0.03 × 1026 − 0.67 UE
3614 0.726 217.74939 35.36936 90.3 673.6 36.70 ± 0.4 5.34 ± 0.05 × 1025 − 0.60 FR II
3631 2.324 217.74316 33.51855 3.2 26.5 7.56 ± 0.2 9.96 ± 0.3 × 1025 − 0.98 UE
3671 0.510 217.71825 33.22300 88.2 560.3 654.94 ± 1.5 4.63 ± 0.01 × 1026 − 0.73 FR II
3918 1.826 217.54826 35.00576 23.3 201.9 59.28 ± 0.7 5.10 ± 0.06 × 1026 − 0.60 FR II
3925 0.778 217.55066 33.24461 35.5 271.8 1014.18 ± 2.9 1.70 ± 0.005 × 1027 − 0.76 FR II
3940 3.248 217.53720 34.78715 4.1 31.3 116.00 ± 1.1 2.68 ± 0.02 × 1027 − 0.63 U
4058 0.628 217.45322 35.29644 42.6 299.3 53.56 ± 0.4 5.80 ± 0.05 × 1025 − 0.63 FR II
4081 1.125 217.42775 33.94859 101.8 857.9 104.62 ± 0.7 3.63 ± 0.03 × 1026 − 0.85 FR II
4137 0.656 217.41853 32.96680 64.1 458.7 51.56 ± 0.5 6.11 ± 0.05 × 1025 − 0.58 FR II
4294 0.320 217.29977 33.44387 153.2 735.2 302.35 ± 0.7 8.15 ± 0.02 × 1025 − 0.95 FR II
4544 2.023 217.14195 34.34181 2.7 23.4 6.44 ± 0.3 6.66 ± 0.3 × 1025 U
4577 0.487 217.12979 33.15258 38.7 239.9 68.24 ± 0.4 4.39 ± 0.03 × 1025 − 0.85 FR II
4708 0.868 217.02147 35.22464 5.7 45.1 25.58 ± 0.3 5.33 ± 0.06 × 1025 − 0.68 UE/FR II
4831 1.239 216.93529 33.64130 4.2 35.5 22.30 ± 0.4 9.33 ± 0.2 × 1025 − 0.16 UE
5037 0.809 216.75853 33.20626 29.3 227.2 34.10 ± 0.4 6.17 ± 0.07 × 1025 − 0.58 FR II
5040 0.570 216.75694 33.09038 39.2 263.5 59.51 ± 0.8 5.29 ± 0.07 × 1025 UE
5142 1.351 216.64010 33.53679 29.9 257.8 35.62 ± 0.6 1.76 ± 0.03 × 1026 − 0.61 FR II
5171 0.259 216.58580 34.67144 118.1 488.5 352.47 ± 1.3 6.13 ± 0.02 × 1025 − 0.63 FR II
5337 0.328 216.42273 34.97419 99.0 483.0 1020.23 ± 5.4 2.89 ± 0.02 × 1026 − 0.61 FR II
5374 0.688 216.38220 35.56160 33.1 241.8 42.54 ± 0.5 5.55 ± 0.06 × 1025 UE
5411 1.202 216.38695 33.02372 5.8 49.2 25.96 ± 0.6 1.02 ± 0.02 × 1026 UE
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Figure 1. Comparison of redshift and radio angular size distributions for AGNs from AGES that have I ≤ 22.5 and LOFAR-detected radio emission. Left:
distribution of redshifts for sources with photometric redshifts (unfilled histogram) and spectroscopic redshifts (hatched histogram). Right: distribution of radio
largest angular size (LAS) for sources with photometric redshifts (unfilled histogram) and spectroscopic redshifts (hatched histogram).
the source at a level of 5σ above the local rms. The centre of the
circle may or may not correspond to the optical source. The size
of a small fraction (∼5 per cent) of bent sources may be underes-
timated since we do not measure along the jets, but this will have
a negligible impact on the overall trends. Our results rely on us-
ing redshift and LAS to calculate the proper linear size of radio
sources. We therefore compare the distributions of the LAS for
sources with spectroscopic and photometric redshifts (see right-
hand panel of Fig. 1). These distributions are quite similar, indi-
cating that by using only the spectroscopic redshifts we are not
missing populations of systematically smaller or larger objects. We
therefore do not expect our results to change if the sample were
expanded.
3 R ESU LTS
In this section, we present the results from the final LOFAR sample.
First, we investigate the projected linear sizes of flat- and steep-
spectrum radio sources, without any further knowledge of the type of
host galaxy. We then investigate whether the projected linear sizes of
quasars and radio galaxies, as identified from the multiwavelength
data, are different. This equates to a test of unification through
orientation of HERGs. In all cases, we use only the 60 sources with
P150 MHz ≥ 1025.5 W Hz−1.
3.1 Flat- versus steep-spectrum sources
First we test whether there is a systematic difference in projected lin-
ear sizes of flat- and steep-spectrum sources. Flat-spectrum sources
are likely to be beamed objects with their radio jets close to the
line of sight. We use the complementary 1.4 GHz data from a deep
Westerbork survey of the Boo¨tes field (de Vries et al. 2002) to cal-
culate the spectral index between 150 MHz and 1.4 GHz. There are
11 flat-spectrum objects with α > −0.5 (18 per cent). The rest of
the sources are considered to be steep spectrum and also in the case
of no Westerbork detection. Fig. 2 shows the cumulative projected
linear sizes of the flat- and steep-spectrum objects and the distribu-
tion of sources in the P–z plane. The average redshifts of the two
types of sources are z = 1.23 for the steep-spectrum sources and
z = 1.81 for the flat-spectrum sources. The mean projected linear
sizes of the steep- and flat-spectrum sources are 222.42 ± 29.81
and 50.97 ± 15.12 kpc, respectively. The projected linear sizes of
steep-spectrum sources are therefore on average 4.4 ± 1.4 times
larger than those of the flat-spectrum sources.
For a population of randomly oriented sources, we can calcu-
late the angle (between 0◦ and 90◦) that would define the division
between the two populations. Qualitatively this equates to the prob-
ability that a source is oriented such that its jets are within a cone
angle of φ from the line of sight, P(θ < φ) = 1 − cos φ. The rela-
tive numbers of flat- and steep-spectrum sources then directly give
the angle that divides the two populations. We calculate this an-
gle to be θc = 35.◦3+5.
◦2
−5.◦9. The average angles for the steep- and flat-
spectrum populations are 65.◦9 and 24.◦7, respectively. Alternatively,
the opening angle can be found from the linear size ratio directly.
In this case, we find θc = 16.◦3+8.
◦2
−4.◦1, with average angles of 61.
◦3 and
11.◦5 for the steep- and flat-spectrum populations, respectively.
3.2 Quasars versus radio galaxies
Next we test whether there is a systematic difference in the pro-
jected linear sizes of radio galaxies and quasars. We identify the
quasars and radio galaxies using the AGES criteria as described in
Section 2.3. The final sample has 44 radio galaxies and 16 quasars
above a power cut of 1025.5 W Hz−1. The cumulative linear sizes and
distribution in the P–z plane are shown in Fig. 3. The radio galaxies
have a mean projected linear size of 232.81 ± 32.35 kpc, while the
quasars have a mean projected linear size of 75.97 ± 21.46 kpc. This
corresponds to the projected linear sizes of radio galaxies being on
average 3.1 ± 1.0 times larger than those of quasars. The relative
numbers of the sources indicate that the angle of division between
the two classes is θc = 42.◦8+5.
◦4
−6.◦0. The average angles for the radio
galaxy and quasar samples are 68.◦5 and 29.◦9, respectively. Using
the size ratio to calculate the division yields 23.◦7+13.
◦3
−6.◦1 , with average
angles for the radio galaxy and quasar samples of 62.◦7 and 16.◦7,
respectively.
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Figure 2. Left: cumulative linear sizes for flat- and steep-spectrum radio sources are shown by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. The number of sources
in each sample is indicated within parentheses in the legends. Right: the P–z diagram. The horizontal dashed line indicates the power cut of 1025.5 W Hz−1.
The light grey line shows the flux limit for the survey.
Figure 3. Left: cumulative linear sizes for radio galaxies (RG) and quasars (QSO) are shown by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. The number of sources
in each sample is indicated within parentheses in the legends. Right: the P–z diagram. The horizontal dashed line indicates the power cut of 1025.5 W Hz−1.
The light grey line shows the flux limit for the survey.
The average redshifts of the two samples are z = 1.16 and 1.84
for radio galaxies and quasars, respectively. A detailed discussion of
redshift evolution is deferred to Section 4.2, but here we also report
the linear size ratio after correcting the average linear sizes for the
two samples to the same average redshift. After this correction,
the linear size ratio becomes 2.0 ± 0.3. The division angle is thus
39.◦2+9.
◦2
−6.◦1, which yields average angles for the radio galaxy and
quasar samples of 67.◦2 and 27.◦4, respectively.
4 C O M B I N I N G L O FA R DATA W I T H OT H E R
SAMPLES
The LOFAR sample of sources comes from an area-limited survey
and is missing sources of higher power as these are much rarer.
To account for potential radio-power dependencies in the investi-
gation of orientation-based unification theories of radio galaxies
and quasars requires the addition of data in other parts of the P–z
plane. In the future, the LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS;
Shimwell et al. 2017) will provide coverage of the entire northern
sky, but here we use previous radio surveys to demonstrate what
this additional information will provide.
In this section, we briefly describe other low-frequency radio
surveys, which cover wider areas to higher flux limits than the LO-
FAR survey. These surveys are all highly spectroscopically com-
plete, have subsets of quasars already identified and have enough
sources for simple binning in redshift. We inspect the cumulative
linear sizes of radio galaxies and quasars in these surveys indi-
vidually, and finally combine the data from our LOFAR survey
and several of the previous surveys and investigate trends in pro-
jected linear size with power and redshift. Finally, we compare our
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Table 2. A list of the previous surveys used in this paper. We use the data compiled by Ker et al. (2012) for 7CRS, although the original references are listed
in the table. The number of sources given in the table is the number that has been identified as either HERGs (whenever possible) or quasars, and excludes
LERGs, FR I sources and those without spectroscopic information.
Survey Frequency Flux # Sources Spectroscopic HERG/LERG References
limit completeness separation
3CRR 178 MHz 10.9 Jy 170 100 per cent Yes Willott et al. (1999),a Grimes et al. (2004)
7CRS 151 MHz ∼0.50 Jy 114 92 per cent Yes Lacy et al. (1999), Willott et al. (2003), Grimes et al. (2004)
MRC 408 MHz 1 Jy 352 98 per cent No Kapahi et al. (1998a,b), Baker et al. (1999)
aAvailable at http://astroherzberg.org/people/chris-willott/research/3crr/
observational results with the predictions of an orientation-only
unification scenario.
4.1 Other low-frequency samples
The general properties of the previous surveys we use are summa-
rized in Table 2. Briefly, these surveys are the following.
(i) 3CRR (178 MHz), the revised Third Cambridge Catalogue of
Radio Sources. This is the original survey used by Barthel (1989) to
show the larger cumulative sizes of radio galaxies when compared
to quasars, for the redshift range 0.5 < z < 1. Since then, much more
detailed optical information has become available, and the sample is
now 100 per cent spectroscopically complete. In addition, near-IR
spectroscopy allowed for the identification of HERGs and LERGs,
using the equivalent width of [O III] and the ratio of [O II]/[O III]
(Willott et al. 1999; Grimes, Rawlings & Willott 2004).
(ii) 7CRS, the Seventh Cambridge Redshift Survey. This com-
prises three separate samples (7CI, 7CII, 7CIII) that have been
combined. These samples have similar flux limits of 0.51, 0.48 and
0.50 Jy for 7CI, 7CII and 7CIII, respectively. The data for 7CI and
7CII come from Grimes et al. (2004), while the 7CIII data are taken
from Lacy et al. (1999). Here we use the compilation from Ker et al.
(2012), which has LERG and quasar identifications.
(iii) MRC (408 MHz), the Molonglo Radio Catalogue. This sur-
vey is complete to 1 Jy with a complete quasar subset identified
(Kapahi et al. 1998b; Baker et al. 1999), which we use to iden-
tify quasars in the sample. This is the only sample observed
at ν > 178 MHz, and the only sample that does not provide
HERG/LERG identification. The inclusion of LERGs may add ra-
dio sources with random orientation (i.e. not preferentially in the
plane of the sky) to the sample. Since LERGs either lack or have
a truncated accretion disc, they are less likely to be classified as
quasars and therefore will slightly decrease the average size of ra-
dio galaxies.
Overall, these surveys are highly spectroscopically complete (92–
100 per cent, see Table 2) and allow for the selection of quasars as a
separate class from radio galaxies. With the exception of MRC, the
surveys also provide HERG/LERG classification and we are able to
remove LERGs from the samples. These surveys occupy space in
the P–z plane that has a range of powers at very low redshifts and a
smaller range of higher powers at all redshifts, see Fig. 4.
4.2 Results
We repeat the exercise of calculating the cumulative linear sizes
for radio galaxies and quasars for each sample separately. These
are shown in Fig. 5 for all samples, with the cumulative linear
sizes from the LOFAR sample for comparison. For all samples, we
applied the same power cut of P > 1025.5 W Hz−1. The LOFAR and
Figure 4. Power versus redshift for the three samples described in this sec-
tion plus the LOFAR sample. Only sources with spectroscopic redshifts are
used and above powers of P150 MHz > 1025.5 W Hz−1 at 150 MHz. Spectral
index information was used to convert measured power to P150 MHz for the
MRC and 3CRR samples. Green points represent radio galaxies and purple
points represent quasars.
3CRR samples all show cumulative linear sizes of quasars that are
smaller than the cumulative linear sizes of radio galaxies. The same
is true for 7CRS for almost the entire range of linear sizes. The
MRC sample shows that for almost the entire range of linear sizes,
quasars and radio galaxies have the same cumulative linear sizes.
As each sample is considered complete by itself, we treat them
separately, dividing each sample into low- and high-redshift bins.
We determined the dividing redshift for each sample such that about
half of the sample lies in each redshift bin but without letting the
number of quasars drop below five in a bin. The dividing redshifts
used are the following: z = 1.5 (LOFAR), z = 0.5 (3CRR), z = 1.5
(7CRS) and z = 1 (MRC). In each bin, we count the number of radio
galaxies and quasars, and measure the mean values of power, red-
shift and projected linear sizes for each type of source. We calculate
the ratio of projected linear sizes of radio galaxies to quasars. The
total number of sources in a bin and the number of quasars in that
bin are used to calculate the quasar fraction. The uncertainties were
determined via standard error propagation methods, except for the
case of the quasar fractions for the LOFAR sample, where we used
small-number counting uncertainties following the prescription of
Gehrels (1986). We assume that the error in spectroscopic redshift
is negligible compared to the other measurement errors, and set this
to zero.
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Figure 5. The cumulative linear sizes for all samples.
We first examine the measured properties of radio galaxies and
quasars by looking at how their projected linear sizes correlate with
both power and redshift by using the binned data. This is shown in
Fig. 6. There is no clear correlation between projected linear size
and power. There does appear to be a correlation between linear size
and redshift, with smaller objects found at higher redshifts. The an-
ticorrelation of angular size with redshift is consistent with previous
studies (Miley 1968; Wardle & Miley 1974; Neeser et al. 1995; Ker
et al. 2012) that also find more compact radio sources at higher
redshifts.
To quantify the dependence of size on redshift, we use the same
partial rank analysis as described in section 2.3 of Neeser et al.
(1995). Assuming a functional form of D ∝ (1 + z)−n, where D is
linear size and n is the ‘evolution strength’, we let n vary in steps of
0.001 over the range 0 ≤ n ≤ 3. For each value of n, we multiplied
the source sizes by (1 + z)n and calculated the partial rank statistic
for D, z given P. The value of n that produced a statistic of 0 was
taken as the evolution strength, and the upper and lower errors corre-
spond to where the statistic was ±1. We find evolution strengths of
n = 1.61+0.22−0.22 for all radio galaxies and quasars considered together,
n = 1.53+0.35−0.35 for radio galaxies and n = 1.64+0.22−0.21 for quasars.
These values all agree within the uncertainties, indicating that
quasars and radio galaxies have the same evolution strength. The
values are also in excellent agreement with Neeser et al. (1995), who
find an evolution strength for galaxies and quasars of n = 1.71+0.40−0.48
for a flat universe.
We repeat the same exercise but looking at the partial rank statistic
for D, P given z. Using the functional form D ∝ Pm, we multiply
the sources sizes by P−m and vary m in steps of 5 × 10−5 from −1
to 1. The values of m that produce statistics of 0 are consistent with
m = 0 for all samples. Specifically, for all sources we find m = 1 ±
3 × 10−5, for radio galaxies we find m = 1 ± 1.5 × 10−4 and
for quasars we find m = 1 ± 1.5 × 10−5. We therefore conclude
that there is no intrinsic relationship between power and size in this
sample.
Since an evolution of linear sizes with redshift exists, this could
introduce a bias in the projected linear size ratios if the mean red-
shifts of the radio galaxies and quasars are different. It is possible
we could find a larger size ratio of radio galaxy to quasar linear
sizes if the radio galaxies tend to be at lower redshifts than the
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Figure 6. The linear sizes of quasars (circles) and radio galaxies (diamonds) plotted against power (left) and redshift (right). The points represent the mean
values from the binned data as listed in Table 3. The data are the points coloured according to the colour bar to the right of each plot and show the redshift
(left) and power (right).
quasars. We therefore use the evolution strengths calculated above
to adjust the average linear sizes of each bin to the same redshift in
the following manner:
D(z1) = D(z2) (1 + z1)
−n
(1 + z2)−n . (1)
This removes the possibility that the results will be biased if
the average redshifts for the quasars and radio galaxies are differ-
ent within a bin. We conservatively do this only for average values
within a bin, as the propagation of errors across large redshift ranges
will inflate the uncertainties in the linear sizes to be larger than the
values themselves if the difference in redshift is too large. Addition-
ally, the fit is not physically motivated and correcting across large
redshift ranges is not advisable if, for example, flux limits contribute
a significant amount to the redshift evolution of observed size. We
correct both the radio galaxy and quasar projected linear sizes to
the average redshift of all sources in the bin, using the appropriate
evolution strength for each sample. The values for average power,
linear sizes, along with the number of sources, quasar fraction and
radio galaxy to quasar linear size ratio are listed in Table 3. The
linear size values are the corrected values, although the average
redshift for the individual samples is listed for comparison. Figs 7
and 8 show linear size ratios calculated from the corrected linear
sizes.
We also use the redshift evolution to adjust the final results of
Section 3.2. This yields a corrected ratio of 2.0 ± 0.3.
We then investigate how the ratio between radio galaxy and quasar
projected linear sizes evolves with power and with redshift, see
Fig. 7. The LOFAR, 3CRR and 7CRS samples generally show size
ratios larger than unity, while the MRC sample shows size ratios
below unity. The errors are large enough that the high-redshift bins
for the LOFAR and 7CRS samples could be consistent with unity.
There does not appear to be a trend with either power or redshift.
This indicates that the linear size ratio remains the same for a large
range of powers and out to high redshifts. The fact that the linear size
ratio does not clearly evolve with either power or redshift implies
that the populations of radio galaxies and quasars always have the
same relative sizes, regardless of power or redshift evolution.
Lawrence (1991) has proposed that observed increasing quasar
fractions with power could arise naturally from a ‘receding torus’
model. In this model, the inner radius of the dusty torus (and hence
the opening angle, θ c) increases as the temperatures achieved via
radiation from increasingly powerful AGNs can sublimate dust at
larger distances. Using the formulation in section 4.3 of Willott et al.
(2000), we can directly relate the predicted linear size ratio to the
radio power using the authors’ functional form in equation (1):
fq = 1 −
(
1 + P150 MHz
P ∗150 MHz
tan2θ0
)−0.5
, (2)
replacing L with P150 MHz. We calculate the normalizations, P ∗150 MHz
and θ0, from the averages of the power and size ratios given in
Table 2. We use the size ratios rather than the quasar fractions to
reduce the potential for bias in the quasar fraction (see Section 2.4).
The normalization values are P ∗150 MHz = 1.58 × 1028 W Hz−1 and
θ0 = 62.◦2. The quasar fractions then directly define the predicted
linear size ratios. These are plotted in Fig. 7 (left-hand panel). We
also plot the linear size ratios predicted from assuming that the re-
ceding torus model does not hold, for two constant opening angles
(θ c = 45◦ and 60◦). Both constant opening angles are consistent
within the uncertainties of all data points from the LOFAR, 3CRR
and 7CRS samples. The receding torus model describes most of
these data points reasonably well and cannot be ruled out. The
largest difference between the two models is for lower powers, and
future work expanding the LOFAR sample to reduce the uncertain-
ties will be important.
Finally, we investigate how the quasar fraction depends on the
radio galaxy to quasar linear size ratio. The results are shown in
Fig. 8. For a purely geometric orientation-based unification of radio
galaxies and quasars, the observed quasar fraction will define the
projected linear size. Apart from the MRC sample and the two low-
redshift bins of the 3CRR and 7CRS samples, the data in general are
consistent with the theoretical predictions. The predictions assume
no intrinsic size distribution, which can artificially inflate the linear
size ratio by about 10 per cent (estimated from fig. 3 of DiPompeo
et al. 2013). This effect is small compared to the uncertainties we
calculate and it is not likely to change our results. The high-redshift
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Table 3. Calculated values used for comparison of samples. Redshift ranges labelled ‘low’ correspond to sources with redshifts less than or equal to the
dividing redshift for each sample (LOFAR: z = 1.5; 7CRS: z = 1.5; 3CRR: z = 0.5; MRC: z = 1). The final column ‘Ref.’ refers to the different samples:
L = LOFAR; 7 = 7CRS; 3 = 3CRR; M = MRC. Although the average redshifts, z¯, are given for radio galaxies and quasars, the projected linear sizes (and
therefore the ratios) are corrected to the average redshift for all sources within a bin, using equation (1).
Radio galaxies Quasars
z bin z¯ Power Linear size No. z¯ Power Linear size No. Quasar Linear size Ref.
(W Hz−1) (kpc) (W Hz−1) (kpc) fraction ratio
Low 0.726 1.9 ± 0.01 × 1026 300 ± 39 31 1.02 1.3 ± 0.01 × 1027 116 ± 37 6 0.16+0.34−0.12 2.59 ± 0.89 L
High 2.18 3.2 ± 0.05 × 1026 73 ± 25 13 2.33 9.3 ± 0.07 × 1026 52 ± 25 10 0.43+0.88−0.31 1.39 ± 0.82 L
Low 0.684 1.8 ± 0.18 × 1027 276 ± 47 63 0.956 3.6 ± 0.36 × 1027 184 ± 32 16 0.20+0.41−0.12 1.50 ± 0.36 7
High 2.24 1.4 ± 0.14 × 1028 120 ± 35 20 2.01 1.1 ± 0.11 × 1028 97 ± 36 15 0.43+0.85−0.28 1.24 ± 0.58 7
Low 0.167 3.5 ± 0.35 × 1027 465 ± 81 67 0.233 4.9 ± 0.49 × 1027 320 ± 54 18 0.21+0.43−0.12 1.46 ± 0.35 3
High 0.992 4.8 ± 0.48 × 1028 236 ± 33 44 1.08 6.7 ± 0.67 × 1028 141 ± 21 41 0.48+0.93−0.25 1.67 ± 0.34 3
Low 0.427 4.5 ± 0.45 × 1027 181 ± 16 199 0.665 6.5 ± 0.65 × 1027 242 ± 35 48 0.19+0.38−0.09 0.75 ± 0.12 M
High 1.73 4.3 ± 0.43 × 1028 88 ± 14 65 1.69 3.2 ± 0.32 × 1028 105 ± 19 40 0.38+0.74−0.19 0.84 ± 0.21 M
Figure 7. The radio galaxy to quasar linear size ratios plotted against power (left) and redshift (right). The symbol shapes represent the sample, with squares
for the MRC, triangles for the 3CRR, diamonds for 7CRS and circles for the LOFAR samples. The colour axes are redshift (left) and power (right). The
horizontal grey lines indicate where the linear size ratio is unity. The linear size ratio versus power plot also shows theoretical predictions for (i) two constant
torus opening angles, shown by the dark grey dashed lines, and (ii) the receding torus model as described in Section 4.2, shown by the blue dash–dotted lines.
LOFAR bin could have a biased quasar fraction as discussed in
Section 2.4, but even if the quasar fraction in the high-redshift bin
were reduced by a factor of 2 (bringing it in agreement with the
low-redshift bin), the data point in Fig. 8 would still be consistent
with the theoretical prediction, within the uncertainties.
5 D ISC U SSION
For the discussion, we first consider how the radio data can be
interpreted given an orientation-based unification scenario. We then
discuss the possibility that evolution rather than orientation is the
dominant effect that explains the data.
5.1 Orientation interpretation
First we consider a scheme where the observed fraction of quasars
depends only on viewing angle, which is supported by other ob-
servational evidence. For example, Antonucci & Ulvestad (1985)
used high-resolution observations of blazars to show that they are
consistent with being normal radio galaxies viewed along the jet
axis. Observed differences in depolarization of radio lobes (the
Laing–Garrington effect) also indicate orientation effects, as the
approaching (receding) lobe will appear less (more) depolarized
due to differential Faraday rotation in the ambient medium along
the line of sight (Garrington et al. 1988). In some cases, this can
cause sources close to the line of sight (i.e. quasars) to appear one-
sided as the receding jet drops below the sensitivity limit. If we
assume that all quasars in our LOFAR sample are one-sided and
multiply their sizes by a factor of 2 to account for this, we still
find a linear size ratio of radio galaxies to quasars of 1.53 ± 0.48.
This is still above unity and therefore consistent with an orientation
scheme. This is the smallest that the ratio could possibly be, as some
quasars have clear double structure.
The unification of HERGs via orientation predicts several key
observable characteristics with which we can compare our results.
First, the projected linear sizes of quasars should on average be
smaller than the projected linear sizes of radio galaxies. The new
LOFAR data are consistent with this, as we found a linear size ratio
of 2.0 ± 0.3 (for radio galaxies to quasars, after correcting for red-
shift evolution). For the LOFAR sample, we found a division angle
between radio galaxies and quasars of 39.◦2+9.
◦2
−6.◦1, which is in agree-
ment with the value of 44.◦4 found for the original 3CRR sample
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Figure 8. The quasar fraction versus radio galaxy to quasar linear size ratio.
Each sample is represented by symbols of different shapes as indicated in the
legend. The horizontal grey line shows where the ratio between linear sizes
of radio galaxies and quasars is unity. The curved black line is the prediction
of the relationship between the observed quasar fraction and the projected
linear size ratio for a purely geometric orientation-based unification model.
The colour axis shows power.
(Barthel 1989; Willott et al. 2000). That would mean that quasars
have their radio jets oriented between 0◦ (line of sight) and 39◦,
while radio galaxies have jets oriented between 39◦ and 90◦ (plane
of sky). This is similar to values found from other studies, which
use other methods to estimate the critical division angle between
quasars and radio galaxies, based on parameters like core domi-
nance or emission line properties. In general, quasars (sometimes
called ‘broad-line objects’) have higher values of core dominance,
which have been used to estimate division angles of 50◦ ± 5◦ (Baldi
et al. 2013), 60◦ ± 10◦ (Marin & Antonucci 2016) or constrained
to between 10◦and 80◦(Aars et al. 2005).
Secondly, beamed radio sources with flat spectra should be ori-
ented close to the line of sight and therefore should also be smaller
on average than steep-spectrum sources. The LOFAR data are also
consistent with this scenario, and the linear size ratio is 4.4 ± 1.4,
even larger than the linear size ratio for radio galaxies/quasars.
The angle of division between flat- and steep-spectrum sources is
35.◦3+5.
◦2
−5.◦9. This is consistent with the idea that the flux densities of
flat-spectrum sources are dominated by beamed radio jets that are
oriented close to the line of sight. The fact that this angle is smaller
than the division between radio galaxies and quasars is consistent
with an orientation-only scheme where there are fewer sources that
are beamed than are identified as quasars, if the opening angle of
the torus is what determines whether or not a quasar is observed.
Finally, the quasar fraction should be directly correlated with the
linear size ratio if only orientation is responsible for whether or not
we observe a quasar. We find that the LOFAR data are entirely con-
sistent with the predictions (see Fig. 8). The high-redshift bins of
both the 7CRS and 3CRR samples are also consistent with this pre-
diction, while the low-redshift bins lie slightly below the prediction.
The sizes of the samples limited the analysis to only two redshift
bins per sample. With LoTSS, we will be able to fill enough of the
P–z plane to refine the redshift bins and investigate this inconsis-
tency between the low- and high-redshift bins. The MRC sample
is not at all consistent with the orientation-only predictions. This is
the only sample of the four we investigated that shows no differ-
ence between the sizes of radio galaxies and quasars. Since we treat
the samples separately, any systematic offset in size measurements
should affect both radio galaxies and quasars in the MRC sample
in the same manner, and the ratio of the two would still be robust.
If there is a population of radio sources that do not participate in
the orientation-based unification scheme, the higher selection fre-
quency of the MRC may be impacted to a larger extent than the
other surveys. We can find no evidence of this in the available in-
formation, but it is possible that the identification and removal of
LERGs from the MRC sample could be instructive.
Overall, we find that the LOFAR results are consistent with an
orientation-based unification scenario, as are the high-redshift data
from the 3CRR and 7CRS samples.
5.2 Evolutionary interpretation
Another possibility is that radio galaxies and quasars are linked
through an evolutionary scheme rather than by orientation alone.
In such a scheme, radio jets would be triggered when quasars be-
come active. The radio jets would grow and finally when the quasar
reaches an inactive state the source would be classified as a radio
galaxy (still with AGN signatures but lack of emission from an
accretion disc). The measured quasar fraction in this case would
be interpreted as the fraction of time a source spends as an active
quasar, and the linear size ratio would depend on the expansion rate
of the radio source. Radio galaxies would be larger than quasars
because they are older and have had more time to expand, but this
does not account for recurrent quasar activity, as the projected linear
size would be correlated with the first quasar activity. In the LOFAR
sample, the sizes of radio galaxies are on average larger than the
sizes of quasars, which is consistent with this evolutionary scheme.
However, evolution alone cannot explain observational effects like
the Laing–Garrington effect or the presence of scattered quasar light
in radio galaxies (e.g. Jackson, Tadhunter & Sparks 1998).
If an evolutionary scheme holds, the fact that higher quasar frac-
tions are seen for the higher redshift bins would mean that either
higher redshift sources spend a longer portion of their lives as
quasars before becoming radio galaxies or there are simply more
young quasars than old radio galaxies at high redshift. If it is true
that higher redshift sources spend longer portions of their lives as
quasars, the radio jets would have to grow more slowly to be con-
sistent with Fig. 7, where we see no change in the linear size ratio
with redshift. Slower growth of radio jets could be due to the higher
density ambient medium expected at high redshift, but it would not
change the amount of time that a quasar is active. If there are simply
more young quasars at higher redshift, we would expect to see an
evolution with redshift of the linear size ratios between quasars and
radio galaxies, which we do not observe. This could possibly be
rectified if all sources (quasars and radio galaxies) at high redshift
were younger than those at low redshift. Of course evolutionary
effects will play a role – but apparently not a dominant one.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, we used a new LOFAR survey of the Boo¨tes field to
show that the projected linear sizes of steep-spectrum radio sources
are on average 4.4 ± 1.4 times larger than those of flat-spectrum
radio sources. This is consistent with an orientation scheme for
radio jets, where beamed flat-spectrum radio sources lie closer to
the line of sight and therefore have smaller projected sizes.
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We have also shown that for radio galaxies and quasars in the
LOFAR survey, as identified by AGES criteria, the projected linear
sizes of radio galaxies are on average 3.1 ± 1.0 times larger than
those of quasars, which becomes 2.0 ± 0.3 after correcting for
the redshift evolution of linear sizes. This is also consistent with
an orientation-based unification scheme, where the presence of a
dusty obscuring torus prevents the identification of a quasar unless
the radio jets are preferentially aligned closer to the line of sight.
When combining the new LOFAR measurements with previous
surveys and separating each sample into low- and high-redshift bins,
we find no clear trend between the linear size ratio of radio galaxies
to quasars and redshift or power. The lack of a clear trend between
the linear size ratio and redshift suggests that the populations of
radio galaxies and quasars always have the same sizes relative to
each other. The lack of a trend with redshift is consistent with
orientation, or else an evolutionary scheme where the sizes of radio
galaxies and quasars are evolving in exactly the same manner at
exactly the same rate.
When comparing theoretical predictions of orientation-based uni-
fication models for the relation between quasar fraction and linear
size ratio to the observations, the LOFAR data are consistent with
the predictions. Other low-frequency surveys are in agreement for
their high-redshift bins, while the MRC sample, which is measured
at a higher frequency, consistently shows that quasars are on aver-
age larger than radio galaxies. The comparison between the linear
size ratios and power shows that the data (aside from the MRC
sample) are consistent with a constant opening angle for sources of
all powers, but the ‘receding torus’ model cannot be ruled out at
the present time. The largest difference between the models is for
lower power sources, and expanding the LOFAR sample to reduce
the uncertainties will be crucial to distinguishing between these two
models.
Ultimately the LOFAR Tier 1 survey will cover the northern sky
above declination 0◦, providing millions of radio sources. Spec-
troscopic redshifts and host galaxy identifications will be provided
by a survey with the WEAVE that goes online 2018 March. The
WEAVE–LOFAR survey (Smith 2016) is dedicated to providing
this information for ∼106 LOFAR-detected sources in the Tier 1
survey. With this information, and updated theoretical models that
allow us to account for intrinsic size distributions (Saxena et al.,
2017), we will be able to break the degeneracy between orientation
and evolutionary effects in unification schemes.
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